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Executive Summary

The COVID-19 pandemic and associated disruptions have had a major impact on the US academic research enterprise. This report provides a landscape review of what is known about these impacts, from March through mid-October 2020, with an aim of identifying gaps that should be addressed. Our focus is on externally funded research, and therefore we emphasize STEM fields almost exclusively. As a result, we also focus on the largest research universities, which conduct an outsized share of this research and which are themselves quite reliant on the intellectual activity and revenues associated with it.

Our key findings include:

▪ The federal government provided substantial flexibility to universities in utilizing research funding at the beginning of the pandemic. In addition, there is little reason to anticipate substantial budget reductions among most major research funders. As a result of these factors, while universities face substantial declines to some revenue sources and risks to most others, externally funded scientific research is likely to be relatively stable. That said, the ways in which the academic research enterprise is interwoven with, and in some cases cross-subsidized by, instructional activities pose some risk to research support. There are substantial unanswered questions about how negative impacts to the business models of research universities will affect scientific research.

▪ Many traditional research activities were largely suspended in the spring into summer, other than COVID-19-related and other essential research. With federal flexibilities ending, universities scrambled to put in place necessary protections to allow laboratories and other research groups to safely resume their activities. Many but not all research activities have successfully restarted, even if not all are at full capacity. In parallel, the COVID-19 emergency led to substantial innovation in research collaboration and scholarly communication. It also demonstrated the limits of collaboration and communication infrastructure and services in the face of widespread attention to scientific progress and its politicization. There are substantial unanswered questions about the resiliency of the research enterprise and the permanence of the many adaptations to collaboration and scholarly communication that we have seen.

▪ The human impacts of the disruptions are vast. These include limitations and impediments facing international students and disruptions to researchers that differ by gender, caregiver status, and career level. There are substantial unanswered questions about international talent flows, the development of early career researchers, and setbacks in achieving gender equity.

As we write, the research enterprise is coming back to life after an unplanned and unprecedented stoppage. Given the uncertain nature of how the pandemic will proceed and what societal, economic, and educational changes will result, we expect other impacts to develop over the coming months and years.
Introduction

COVID-19 has yielded unprecedented challenges to higher education, and observers have understandably focused on the profound disruption to traditional on-campus residential housing and face-to-face instruction. Academic research has also faced substantial disruption, with laboratories being shuttered and fieldwork largely suspended, and Ithaka S+R is in the midst of several projects to examine the research enterprise in this unprecedented year. In this landscape review, we assess what is known about the impacts of COVID-19 on STEM researchers and the STEM research enterprise at major US research universities,1 with the objective of identifying what else we need to know in order to understand impacts and craft policy and action.

Financial Impacts for Universities

The last several years have been quite turbulent for US college and university finances. Institutions have seen undergraduate enrollments decline,2 even as many institutions are finding themselves increasingly dependent on tuition and student fees as state appropriations for higher education have significantly declined over time.3 COVID-19’s disruptions to traditional instructional models, to international students, and to the economy are all producing additional shortfalls for universities.

If colleges and universities are forced to once again conduct a mass shutdown at some point in the fall of 2020, credit pressures faced by institutions will only grow and endure longer.

Colleges were some of the first entities in the US to completely shut down operations when Coronavirus began to spread across the country. And on March 18, 2020, Moody’s downgraded the higher education sector’s bond rating from stable to negative:

The outlook for the higher education sector is changing to negative from stable, reflecting both the immediate negative financial impact of the Coronavirus outbreak as well as other significant downside risks. While the duration and full financial impact of the current crisis is unknown, universities' response to the outbreak will immediately reduce revenue and drive expenses higher. For fiscal 2021, universities face

---

1 The purpose of this report is to look at the impact of COVID-19 on researchers and the research enterprise. By research enterprise in this report we mean the facilities, business, and administrative apparatus that supports funded research as well as the sum of all the funded research projects.


unprecedented enrollment uncertainty, risks to multiple revenue streams, and potential material erosion in their balance sheets.”

In April, 2020, the S&P Global Ratings revised 84 private universities’ credit ratings from stable to negative and 33 public universities’ credit ratings from stable to negative. The reason for the change was the heightened risks associated with the financial toll of COVID-19 and the related economic recession. These relatively newly assigned negative outlooks reflect the S&Ps “view that there is at least a one-in-three chance that operating and economic conditions will worsen to a degree that affects the ability of the college or university to maintain credit characteristics in line with the current rating.” If colleges and universities are forced to once again conduct a mass shutdown at some point in the fall of 2020, credit pressures faced by institutions will only grow and endure longer. While many large research institutions have strong reserves and the wiggle room to absorb some of the financial impacts, as well as relatively low debt levels, some will face continued economic and financial pressures if the dangers posed by the virus do not dissipate.

Thus far, externally funded research remains a strong revenue source, with no immediate risks to its continuation.

The five most important sources of revenue that make up the operating budget at universities include: (1) tuition and fees, (2) hospitals and healthcare, (3) grants—much of which is for externally funded research, (4) state appropriations, and (5) endowment spending. Due to the impacts of the pandemic, most of these revenue streams are at risk. Thus far, externally funded research remains a strong revenue source, with no immediate risks to its continuation. At the present all of the other major revenue sources seem to be at significant risk, but at a high level the research enterprise seems to remain in relatively good health, financially speaking.

---


6 Ibid.
Revenue Sources, Excluding Funded Research
Several potential revenue sources for research universities are being negatively affected by COVID-19.

Revenue for hospitals and healthcare providers has been severely impacted due to the cancellation of all elective surgical procedures and the reduction in provider visits during the immediate months after the virus outbreak. For large research universities that own their hospitals and/or health care systems, the healthcare losses are the universities’ responsibility (just as the surpluses would have been to their benefit). While some universities with medical schools limited their liability by putting hospitals and healthcare in a separate not-for-profit organization, in those cases where they retained responsibility, the shortfall this spring grew rapidly—in some cases to well over $100 million for a single university hospital. While government assistance may help to compensate for a good deal of these losses, hospitals have proven to be a substantial drain on the universities that own them.

Typically, in a recession, enrollment at colleges and universities increases as the newly unemployed decide to go back to school. However, this has not been true to date for the current COVID-19 recession. Enrollments appear to have dropped this academic year, especially for community colleges. Enrollments from international students, who tend to pay more tuition,
have declined most sharply, and there has been a significant decline in first year students with 16.1 percent fewer enrolling this fall as compared to 2019. In addition, given the unemployment rate and market turmoil, net tuition per student may have declined at some institutions as well. These factors are combining to reduce tuition revenue at many institutions.

There were also refunds of auxiliary fees in the disrupted spring semester and some drops in auxiliary fees over the summer and this fall. As one journalist noted, “The financial impact on institutions from the loss of auxiliary revenue from housing and dining fees, and parking fees; as well as revenues from athletics, theater, and other events, is material for many.” As refunds of any kind are unplanned, they have the potential to leave a hole in operating revenue. In a survey conducted by NACUBO in August, decreased housing and other auxiliary revenue topped the list of other factors that are impacting the 2021 fiscal year budgets of colleges and universities.

---


12 In a report put out at the end of March, the University of Wisconsin-Madison announced that they were anticipating $100 million in losses due to COVID-19, and the entire University of Wisconsin system expected to spend at least $78 million of that on room and board refunds (Kelly Meyerhofer, “UW-Madison Braces for Estimated $100 Million Loss Because of COVID-19 Pandemic,” Wisconsin State Journal, March 31, 2020, https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/education/university/uw-madison-braces-for-estimated-million-loss-because-of-covid/article_fcb77e42-cbb3-5d2d-ad16-6e1e5a8e3a.html).


14 In light of the toll that refunds took on college and university budgets across the country many universities, such as the University of South Florida (USF), have decided to include an addendum in their housing contracts for the 2020 fall semester. This addendum specifically says that if the university is forced to shut down again this fall, due to COVID-19, students should not expect to be reimbursed in any way for housing or dining fees if they have already signed the housing contract and paid for both housing and dining (University of South Florida Housing & Residential Education, “2020-21 USF Student Housing Agreement Addendum,” Addendum (University of South Florida, June 10, 2020), https://www.usf.edu/housing/documents/2020-2021-student-housing-agreement-addendum.pdf). The University of Maryland at College Park followed suit and also added an addendum paragraph to their housing contract. This paragraph states that if they have to shut dorms down once again in the fall of 2020 for the health and safety of the campus “the University shall not be obligated to issue refunds or credits, whether partial or full, for such interruptions of adjustments.” (University of Maryland, “Fall 2020 Housing: Housing Addendum,” Department of Residential Life, 2020, http://reslife.umd.edu/fall2020/addendum/).

15 “Room and board is a sizable chunk of what students pay each semester, and the fees are often excluded from scholarship calculations. The College Board report states that students at public four-year universities paying in-state tuition spend on average 43 percent of their budgets on room and board fees. For out-of-state students, room and board makes up 27 percent of budgets, and for students at private four-year colleges, 24 percent of budgets are room and board fees,” (Emma Whitford, “Coronavirus Closures Pose Refund Quandary,” Inside Higher Ed, March 13, 2020, https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/03/13/students-may-want-room-and-board-back-after-coronavirus-closures-refunds-would-take).

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: How will university hospitals recover financially? If there is a second wave the COVID-19 outbreak, will they suffer further financially? How are enrollment patterns developing this fall? How much revenue will be lost in tuition and fees due to changes in enrollment? Will additional campuses be forced to shut down again?

Federal Research Funding

Large research universities, specifically in the scientific disciplines, heavily rely on external funds from government agencies such as the NIH and NSF to make their research possible. This reliance on external funds has been affected by the global pandemic, and we are seeing more money being poured into COVID-19 research, but less information provided about what is happening to non-COVID-19 related research.

US universities receive a large amount of their research funding from the federal government, and in essence the federal government is the largest supporter of sponsored research.

US universities receive a large amount of their research funding from the federal government, and in essence the federal government is the largest supporter of sponsored research. In 2018 the federal government provided “roughly 53%, or $42 billion, of the $79 billion worth of research done on U.S. campuses.” In fact, in an interview in July 2020, Sethuraman Panchanathan, the new director of the National Science Foundation (NSF), stated that “much of what we [NSF] do is focused on academic research—of our $7.8 billion in funding [or obligations] for research and education, $6.1 billion of it goes to academic institutions. For academic research, the federal government is still the majority funder—in fact, it’s still the largest funder by far.” Research conducted at universities is a vital foundational building block for the nation’s further research and development (R&D). A report published in 2011 found that “while U.S. universities perform just 13 percent of total national R&D, they perform 31 percent of the nation’s total research—basic and applied—and 56 percent of the nation’s basic research.” It is because there is broad consensus that research conducted at US universities is absolutely vital, and a long-term national investment in the future, that the federal government supports over 50 percent of the research conducted at universities. The remaining external support usually comes from industry, non-government grants, foundations, university funding, charitable foundations, nonprofits, and state and local governments.

---

Since the pandemic, federal appropriations for funded research have grown.\(^20\) In early March the first COVID-19 relief bill was passed. Since then, Congress has further provided roughly $3.6 billion in appropriations for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for COVID-19 research and testing; some of this money is flowing directly to university laboratories.\(^21\) This includes $846 million in \textit{H.R.6074 - Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act},\(^22\) which primarily was for the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and $945 million in \textit{H.R.748 - CARES Act},\(^23\) which was for a variety of institutes and centers. It is possible that additional pandemic-essential or stimulus funding will be appropriated to funded research activities. Furthermore, some in Congress are pushing for increased funding, and funding flexibility, for scientific research.\(^24\)

Federal agencies’ machinery for awarding grants has been very minimally affected. Michael Lauer, the director of the Office of Extramural Research at the NIH, stated “we went to 100% virtual peer review [of grant proposals] practically overnight, and it’s gone remarkably well.”\(^25\) This is evidenced by substantial funding appropriated to COVID-19 related research.\(^26\) The NIH “provides about two-thirds of all federal funding for academic research,”\(^27\) so the state of its

---


\(^{24}\) Representative Diana DeGette et al., “H.R.7308 / S.4286 - Research Investment to Secure the Economy (RISE) Act,” Pub. L. No. H.R.7308/S.4286 (2020), https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7308/text. This bill recommends that nearly $25 billion be allocated to federal science agencies, $10 billion (or 40 percent) to the NIH and $3 billion (or 12 percent) to NSF. Additionally, if passed the following provisions would be set in place by this bill: (1) funds would be allowed to be used to enable graduate students, postdoc researchers, and PIs to complete work that has been disrupted by COVID-19, (2) funds would be allowed to be used to replace certain lab equipment, to reconfigure laboratories so that they can safely resume research under new social distancing and safety protocols, and to cover increased construction costs resulting from the disruption from COVID-19, (3) authorizes grant to be issued supporting research on the behavioral, social, or economic effects of COVID-19 and responses to the disease, and (4) this bill would extend grant flexibilities first offered in two memoranda (OMB M-20-11 and OMB M-20-17) by the OMB in March until labs can safely reopen. (American Institute of Physics, “Research Investment to Secure the Economy (RISE) Act - H.R.7308/S.4286,” American Institute of Physics (AIP), June 24, 2020, https://www.aip.org/fyi/federal-science-bill-tracker/116th/research-investment-secure-economy-act). The sponsors of this bill hope that by pushing this legislation forward it will help build support for including research relief in Congress’ next pandemic relief response package. To date, no proposal has included research relief amounts even close to the sum that is envisioned in the \textit{RISE Act}. For information and the amount of financial relief allocated to agencies see the following federal science budget tracker on COVID-19: American Institute of Physics, “Federal Science Budget,” American Institute of Physics (AIP), 2020, https://www.aip.org/fyi/federal-science-budget-tracker#covid-19; Adria Schwarber, “Universities Make Case for Pandemic Relief Funds,” American Institute of Physics (AIP), September 18, 2020, https://www.aip.org/fyi/2020/universities-make-case-pandemic-relief-funds.


\(^{26}\) Between existing authorities and new research appropriations, the NIH has awarded at least 455 grants related to COVID-19, totaling over $1 billion, as of October 19, 2020. Of these, at least 310 of them, totaling over $433 million, went to universities. TAGGS, “HHS COVID-19 Awards,” TAGGS, 2020, https://taggs.hhs.gov/Coronavirus.

operations during a period of crisis driven by the global pandemic is vitally important to the university research community.

With most federal funding unimpeded, and if anything apparently growing, the bottom line for the research budget at most universities is placing many research administrators in an enviable position. Chris Cramer, who oversees the University of Minnesota’s $870 million portfolio of sponsored research said that “these days, I’m the only one who gets to say that, even with large error bars, none of my projected numbers are in the red.”

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued several key memoranda that helped ensure the continuity of the federally funded portion of the research enterprise during the disruptions caused by COVID-19. The short term flexibility that specifically four memos provided was incredibly beneficial to university researchers, but it is important to note that there were caveats within each memo and more importantly that all of the provisions and allowances—except for one item in the most recently released memo—in these four memos have now been rescinded as of September 30, 2020.

In many institutions externally funded research is the only revenue stream that is holding steady and in some cases actually increasing—as Chris Cramer found when looking at his third quarter numbers at the University of Minnesota, which are “actually $2 million ahead of last year” in terms of sponsored research (Jeffrey Mervis, “As Pandemic Pounds U.S. Universities, Federal Support Helps Their Labs Stay Afloat,” Science, June 5, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abd1841). Furthermore, the president of Johns Hopkins University, who leads the nation in the amount it spends on sponsored research, which is some $2.5 billion annually, in a letter written in April to the Johns Hopkins community detailed that income was projected to dip by more than $100 million for the fiscal year that ended on June 30, 2020. The letter further detailed that next fiscal year’s (though June 2021) revenue shortfall could total in excess more than $475 million. It is important to note that more than half of the projected drop in revenue comes from the loss of possibly up to $300 million, or more, from the John Hopkins’ vast network of hospitals and clinics. However, his analysis suggests the impact on sponsored research will be comparatively significantly small, further providing evidence that externally funded research is one of the only revenue streams that is not being negatively or even severely negatively impacted by COVID-19 (Ronald J. Daniels, “Financial Implications + Planning A Message from Johns Hopkins University President Ronald J. Daniels,” HUB, April 21, 2020, https://hub.jhu.edu/novel-coronavirus-information/financial-implications-and-planning/). Although some institutions have been less transparent in describing how research at their university may be affected.


M-20-17 and M-20-20 were both rescinded as of June 16, 2020. This means the flexibilities provided in these two memoranda have now expired and were only valid from March 16 - June 16, 2020. The flexibilities extended in M-20-11 expired on July 26, 2020. M-20-26 provided the extension of item 1, the allowability of salaries and other project activities, until September 30, 2020, at which time the extension expired. Item 2 in M-20-26, the extension of single audit submission, remains extended through December 31, 2020.
While the scope of some memos were narrowly crafted, they did provide flexibility and “administrative relief for recipients and applicants of federal financial assistance directly impacted by the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) due to loss of operations.” This includes extensions to expiring awards, covering benefits, allowing other project activities to be charged to awards, as well as incorporating the ability to charge costs that under normal circumstances would not be allowed—such as fees for canceling events and travel, or research activities that had to be paused and resumed at a later date due to the shutdown of laboratories. Recipients of NSF grants also had the opportunity to apply for no-cost extensions to their grants. The NIH also granted administration flexibility. These accommodations allowed institutions to continue to provide stipend payments to fellows and trainees who were unable to work as a result of the pandemic shutdown. Additionally, the NIH worked with the OMB and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to identify short-term administrative flexibilities to assist those with awards during the deemed public emergency.

The federal funding agencies, through the OMB memos, extended a decent amount of flexibility to researchers with awards. As a result, scientists who are supported by federally awarded grants have been able to draw their salary from these awards, even as many research tasks, for example those requiring laboratory access, could not be performed. The universities could continue to draw indirect costs commensurately.

The challenge now, which COGR stated in a July document titled “Funding Sources for Research Universities”, is that “as funding sources have been exhausted or significantly

---


32 OMB M-20-17 stipulated no-cost extensions on expiring awards, “to the extent permitted by law, awarding agencies may extend awards which were active as of March 31, 2020 and scheduled to expire prior or up to December 31, 2020, automatically at no cost for a period of up to twelve (12) months. This will allow time for recipient assessments, the resumption of many individual projects, and a report on program progress and financial status to agency staff. Project-specific financial and performance reports will be due 90 days following the end date of the extension. Awarding agencies will examine the need to extend other project reporting as the need arises.” (Margaret Weichert, “OMB M-20-17,” Memorandum (Washington, D.C.: Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget, March 19, 2020), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/M-20-17.pdf).

33 OMB M-20-17 explicitly stated the following in regards to the allowability of salaries, benefits, and other project activities to be charged to the award: “Awarding agencies may allow recipients to continue to charge salaries and benefits to currently active Federal awards consistent with the recipients’ policy of paying salaries (under unexpected or extraordinary circumstances) from all funding sources, Federal and non-Federal. Awarding agencies may allow other costs to be charged to Federal awards necessary to resume activities supported by the award, consistent with applicable Federal cost principles and the benefit to the project. Awarding agencies may also evaluate the grantee’s ability to resume the project activity in the future and the appropriateness of future funding, as done under normal circumstances based on subsequent progress reports and other communications with the grantees.” (Margaret Weichert, “OMB M-20-17,” Memorandum (Washington, D.C.: Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget, March 19, 2020), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/M-20-17.pdf).

34 “Awarding agencies may allow recipients who incur costs related to the cancellation of events, travel, or other activities necessary and reasonable for the performance of the award, or the pausing and restarting of grant funded activities due to the public health emergency, to charge these costs to their award without regard to 2 CFR § 200.403”(Margaret Weichert, “OMB M-20-17,” Memorandum (Washington, D.C.: Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget, March 19, 2020), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/M-20-17.pdf).

diminished, institutional survival requires implementation of the difficult cost-cutting measures in conjunction with maximizing the significantly diminished funding sources. This is an existential crisis, which requires university leadership to prioritize the allocation of scarce funds and resources across multiple institutional functions.”36 The last remaining COVID flexibility from OMB in federal research grant funding policy ended in September.37

The goal of these four memos was to attempt to preserve as much of the US research enterprise as possible in the face of unprecedented disruptions. However, with this flexibility also came caveats. As researchers drew down on their grants—to pay salaries or be reimbursed for canceled travel for research, meetings, conferences, and other activities—it meant that once labs reopened, these scientists would have less money to deliver the promised research. Many did not know, and in some cases still do not know, if they will receive supplemental funding for the additional months now needed to complete their projects.

It is not clear whether researchers are once again conducting their projects at the expected pace and whether their funding will sustain their pre-existing project commitments.

The OMB memos and related funder instructions made clear that the funding flexibility would not be extended indefinitely, providing universities with strong financial incentives to reopen laboratories and other research facilities as quickly as possible. Even so, while most labs have reopened in phases, they do not have the same capacity due to new safety protocols. It is not clear whether researchers are once again conducting their projects at the expected pace and whether their funding will sustain their pre-existing project commitments.

The closure of labs and lab-based scientific research activities not only impacted research progress and projects—it also added some pressures around indirect costs. Roughly 33 percent of federal grants are allocated towards indirect costs,38 which can only be recognized by the university as revenue when the associated direct costs are spent. Thus, even if salaries and benefits continued to be paid uninterrupted, as other direct expenses such as travel, equipment, or materials were unspent, there could be a commensurate slowdown in the recognition of indirect costs. At the same time, universities still had to pay for many of the expenses covered by these indirect costs, such as research support services, utilities, and so forth. These losses may have been relatively minor in many cases and only temporary regardless, but they still contributed to budget shortfalls at many institutions.39

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: Will federal funding for research continue to make allowances for COVID-19, especially if a second wave of infections further impacts universities? In the many cases that researchers continued to draw on their grants for salaries but without being able to conduct laboratory or field research, how will performance expectations and research agendas adapt? How will the presidential election and future budget negotiations affect future research funding levels?

Other Major Sources of Research Funding

Beyond federal sources, universities receive external research funding from industry, public charities, charitable foundations, nonprofits, and state and local governments. Some scientists whose research is not funded by the federal government are facing somewhat bleaker outcomes.

One particular concern is science that is supported by charitably funded entities that rely on public fundraising drives. To take one example, the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society has already canceled grants that they previously awarded citing “unprecedented revenue losses caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.”40 Furthermore, while “nonprofits provide just 5% of overall U.S. research funding, they often support small, high-risk pilot studies that later enable researchers to attract larger grants from government funders.”41 Many of these grants are awarded to young researchers, helping them launch their careers. Even medium-sized nonprofits that fund scientific research don’t seem to be “safe.” In June the $724 million American Cancer Society (ACS) saw a $200 million drop in revenue, and its chief medical officer said that if current economic and donation trends continue the ACS may have to temporarily cut research funding in half.42

Research funded by larger foundations, such as the Gates Foundation, may not be as affected. Many foundations have taken it upon themselves to support research in this time of need. Certainly the funding from government agencies dwarfs the scale of private gifts from nonprofits, but nonprofits are able to distribute funds they receive much more quickly than some federal agencies. As a survey conducted in August of more than a hundred of Foundation Source’s private non-operating foundation clients showed, 42 percent of responding institutions said that they had already increased their grant making significantly (13 percent) or modestly (29 percent) in 2020, while 48 percent reported that their level of grant making had stayed the same and only 10 percent said that it had declined.43 Looking ahead, 42 percent of the respondents reported that they expected their grant making to increase significantly (seven

41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
43 It is important to note that most of Foundation Source’s clients have assets totaling at or less than $50 million, which is not that large. However, the answers that each of these foundations provided to generate the survey results can be seen as a microcosm of the broader nonprofit landscape which gives us as researchers a better insight into what is happening in the larger foundation community in regards to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic crisis and what we may expect to see in the coming months. Foundation Source, “2020: The Year That Changed Everything - How Private Foundations Are Meeting This Moment,” September 2020, https://foundationsource.com/resources/library/2020-client-survey-year-that-changed-everything/.
percent) or modestly (35 percent), while only five percent expected grant making funding to decrease. The respondents who thus far have increased their grant making and funding cited several factors. Those foundations that increased the dollar amount of grant making attributed the decision predominantly to COVID-19 (79 percent) and the impact of the pandemic on nonprofits and the increased need for nonprofits (72 percent).44

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** Will charitably funded entities continue to be able to fund researchers in the ways that they had prior to COVID-19? Are the program agendas of foundations changing and how will this shape research agendas in academic science?

### Implications

While the stimulus bill passed in March has provided some budgetary and financial relief to colleges and universities, it is not clear what will happen in the fall semester of 2020 and beyond. We expect to see overly stressed operating budgets, the severity of which will ultimately be determined by the total loss of revenue due to the pandemic, the mode of instruction for this fall, and most certainly by 2020 enrollment figures. Colleges and universities can expect to continue to see budget shortfalls and tightening liquidity, which will only worsen the deeper and longer the pandemic lasts.

Colleges and universities can expect to continue to see budget shortfalls and tightening liquidity, which will only worsen the deeper and longer the pandemic lasts.

While we have mostly focused above on revenue dynamics, universities have seen some cost increases. These include public health measures such as testing, cleaning procedures, as well as urgent investments to support online instruction. In response to unavoidable costs, revenue reductions, and worrisome forecasts, many universities soon found themselves having to reduce other expenditures across the board in an effort to shore up their finances.

Personnel constitutes an enormous share of university budgets. By April, 2020, universities began to announce hiring freezes, often on an institution-wide basis.45 According to a crowdsourced list, more than 400 US universities and colleges had announced hiring freezes as of July 2020.46 With instruction shifted to remote and laboratories shut down, many universities furloughed a portion of their employees, especially those who were unable to do their job remotely, and some were ultimately laid off. In May 2020, *The Chronicle of Higher Education* identified 224 institutions that were associated with a furlough, layoff, or a contract nonrenewal resulting from COVID-19. At the time, at least 51,793 employees in academe were known to have

---

44 Ibid.


46 “Incomplete/Unofficial/Unconfirmed List of Schools That Have Announced Hiring Freezes or Pauses, Professor Is In,” Google Docs, 2020, [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KohP4xZdN8BZy1OmExCAGagewvUOWpOws7ZeDKpBhI/edit](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KohP4xZdN8BZy1OmExCAGagewvUOWpOws7ZeDKpBhI/edit).
been affected by these actions.47 The Chronicle noted the enormity of this downturn: “For context, consider that from 1990 to 2020, the largest February-to-March negative nominal change in employment in academe occurred in 2003, when 8,100 people were estimated to have left the higher-ed workforce.” Another round of employee furloughs, salary cuts, and layoffs appeared to be starting up again at the end of September 2020.48

“The last eight months represent perhaps the most painful period in the history of American higher education. Colleges and universities employed 337,000 fewer people in August compared to February”49 according to a release by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. As Dan Bauman describes, “At no point since the bureau began keeping industry tallies in the late 1950s have colleges and universities ever shed so many employees at such an incredible rate.”50

Other efforts have been made to reduce expenditures. Some universities decreased or in some cases suspended employer contributions to employee retirement accounts. Duke University announced a one-year suspension in contributions “to avoid cutting direct compensation.”51 With conferences and other travel suspended, many institutions were able to realize substantial savings in travel and entertainment budgets; nevertheless this was not enough to offset the major losses felt in other areas of universities. Additionally, cost-share budgets that enable projects with certain funders and partners are often cut, while start-up funds for early career researchers may be at risk. Finally, many universities asked all faculty and staff members of their institution to carefully monitor expenses and hold off on any major expenditures until the financial budget picture became more clear.

These cost-cutting measures were instituted across the board at many universities, imposing challenges for research teams and for the offices that support funded research. As universities better understand their actual revenues, budget reductions will begin to be distributed in a more targeted fashion. Externally funded research will essentially be immune as by all accounts external federal agencies have seemed to be relatively financially stable.

Even so, substantial research support services—everything from academic libraries and research cores to laboratory safety and research security compliance—are funded by a combination of grant overheads and general appropriations. In this sense, the fully loaded cost of sponsored, or


externally funded, research is not fully covered by grant awards. Notwithstanding what are sometimes substantial payments from funders for indirect expenditures, universities must cross-subsidize sponsored research from other sources, such as tuition and fees and auxiliary fees. As discussed above, COVID-19 has erased surpluses from these other sources, with potentially substantial implications for research support services. Cuts are already becoming clear in some areas, such as to academic libraries, with consequences to the materials and services they make available.\(^{52}\) And reductions are to be expected in many other areas if they have not already been determined.\(^{53}\)

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** How will reductions in non-research revenue sources impact a university’s ability to support key research support services, such as core facilities and academic libraries? Will reductions in research support services negatively impact some universities’ ability to enable certain forms of research or successfully compete for certain forms of research funding?

The Impact on Scientific Research Activities

Even as universities began to examine the financial impacts they might face, many were confronted with substantial disruptions to individual projects and the rhythm of research. Immediately, many research teams and labs pivoted to studies (or testing) for COVID-19. Universities made urgent decisions about how to pause their nonessential scientific research enterprise to avoid the spread of COVID-19. In parallel, in a period of crisis, a number of challenges and innovations emerged in research collaboration and scholarly communication.

Research Disruptions

Scientific research was significantly impacted by the rapid shutdown and ramp-down of all nonessential and non-COVID-19 related research conducted in labs and with multiple team members.\(^{54}\) Michael Lauer, the top official in charge of grant awards at the NIH, said,

---


\(^{54}\) Paul Basken, “US Research Labs Closing Down for Everything but Coronavirus,” The World University Rankings, March 23, 2020, [https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/us-research-labs-closing-down-everything-coronavirus#survey-answer](https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/us-research-labs-closing-down-everything-coronavirus#survey-answer). To take one major example, at Harvard University they “shut down nearly all research operations by mid-March. From that point forward, only essential personnel were allowed to enter the labs. This included workers performing COVID-19 research that could have a near-term impact and workers who needed to ensure the continuity of absolutely critical research functions.” Furthermore, at Harvard, during the shutdown period research labs had only between 1% to 5% of their normal workforce. Nate Herpich, “Reopening Research Operations,” *The Harvard Gazette*, May 15, 2020, [https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/05/how-harvard-is-preparing-to-safely-reopen-labs/](https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/05/how-harvard-is-preparing-to-safely-reopen-labs/).
“essentially everything is being disrupted, in some way or another.”

Professors were given guidance on what to do with their courses during this time. However, directives to faculty, staff, and students about scientific research, and especially equipment-heavy lab work, was much less clear. This left thousands of researchers scrambling to figure out what to do and how to preserve and protect their research as restrictions were implemented across campuses.

There is ample evidence of widespread impacts on research activities. By April of 2020, “57% of life scientists reported that they had lost some of their work. This is likely to result in financial consequences, as repetition of work will consume additional funding. Twenty-five percent of respondents reported at least one month and up to six months of work had been lost due to laboratory shutdown—with large differences seen between wet lab (73%) and dry lab (31%) researchers. At the same time, levels of self-perceived productivity dropped, where dry lab scientists were much more likely to continue carrying out their work from home as expected (29% of dry lab scientists, but only 10% of wet lab scientists, reported “at least 80% productivity”).”

At many major research universities, non-essential research was halted, “in what amounts to an unprecedented stoppage of academic science in modern memory.” The pandemic caused eight out of 10 postdocs to have trouble performing experiments. Various adaptations to continue research were explored by labs that did not fully shut down; most common was shift work in order to keep lab animals and cell cultures alive.

While difficult and new, some scientists appreciated the “break” from the lab as it allowed them to be able to catch up on reading and writing projects. This included “writing literature reviews, maintaining and updating laboratory notebooks, organizing data and back-burnered data analysis.” Remote work also forced in-lab data sharing to a greater degree.

---


57 For example, essential research included Coronavirus-related research, research support functions that are required by law, and work that relates to national security.


61 “Although 49% of scientists reported that their research hours have been reduced during the COVID-19 outbreak, many indicated that they are using the times of shutdown to devote more time to data analysis (43%), manuscript or thesis writing (45%), or developing grant applications (11%)” (Jan O. Korbel and Oliver Stegle, “Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Life Scientists,” *Genome Biology* 21, no. 113 (May 11, 2020): 1–5, https://doi.org/10.1186/s13059-020-02031-1).


Many researchers were concerned about maintaining animals, cell lines, and cultures. Some scientists froze cell lines or tissue cultures in attempts to preserve months of research. In some cases, the PI continued to go into the lab to attend to animals and any other issues, rather than involving lab technicians or graduate students. Universities across the country grappled with how to best care for millions of mice, monkeys, and other research animals. Some labs had to euthanize mice colonies, “to ensure both the safety of their staff and the welfare of the remaining animals in their care.” Many of these labs were criticized for this decision.

Research on human subjects faced significant disruptions as well. Many clinical research trials had to go through a tiered system in order to protect the health of patients, as some of these trials could not be put on hold. Unable to travel either internationally or to remote sites, many scientific researchers lost critical data and sometimes entire projects during the height of the pandemic. Field work disruptions lead to holes in data, especially for multi-year projects.

---


66 While some scientists are able to care for animals in their normal facilities while taking extra precautions and social distancing measures, and some have been able to take specimens home, others, sadly–mostly mice–have had to be euthanized. This is not an easy decision for any researcher. “One researcher at Oregon Health & Science University in Portland has had to euthanize more than two thirds of her mice. Elsewhere in the United States, a researcher at Carnegie Mellon University reports culling 600 mice; two scientists at Harvard say they have had to kill half of their research mice; and a team at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center has been asked to designate no more than 60% of its animals as essential” (Anna Nowogrodzki, “Cull, Release or Bring Them Home: Coronavirus Crisis Forces Hard Decisions For Lab Animals,” Nature, March 30, 2020, https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00964-y.)


71 However, now research teams are contemplating the ways in which the global pandemic may have an effect, or fully insert itself, into trial results that could not be halted during this ramp-down period. “Could changes induced by the pandemic - including less consistent follow-up visits, reduced movement, poorer mental or physical health, or infection with the novel Coronavirus itself - blur the statistical signals of a treatment’s risks and benefits?” (Kelly Servick, “Clinical Trials Press on for Conditions Other Than COVID-19. Will the Pandemic’s Effects Sneak Into Their Data?,” Science, May 6, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abc6606).


73 For example, the summer research season in Antarctica was suspended due to COVID-19. “Researchers often spend years preparing for an Antarctic field season, where critical data—collected at great cost—feeds into climate science, ecology, psychology, and space exploration. Scientists are sharing their alarm over what stands to be lost.” “There’s an unrecoverable gap that is being formed right now, and it is truly global” (Amanda Heidt, “Coronavirus Precautions Stall Antarctic Field Research,” The Scientist, June 15, 2020, https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/coronavirus-precautions-stall-antarctic-field-research-67636); Regarding fieldwork, policies vary. Some institutions have shut down fieldwork entirely, while others are making some allowances. As peak
The spread of the virus has slowed scientific research and discovery and it may have altered certain projects and experiments for good.

Equipment shared across labs, in some cases on a university-wide basis, is causing another set of issues. In certain circumstances, rather than having individual lab affiliates use that equipment, core facilities staff are doing so on their behalf. While this increases social distancing it may provide challenges in running the experiments. While those in core facilities may be experts at using said equipment, they are not experts on the experiments themselves, and researchers risk having samples or tests run incorrectly. The pandemic has not only been challenging at university, but also at national major research facilities that are crucial for scientific research. The burden is felt most acutely by those researchers who require physical examinations: “Most experimental research centers have closed or have transitioned to virtual operations; some are now beginning to operate at reduced levels required by social distancing. Travel restrictions and differing approaches to the pandemic are particularly challenging for international visitors to domestic facilities and for U.S. scientists visiting and working at major facilities in the U.S. and other countries.”

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: Will research and labs on campus be forced to shut down once again if there is either a resurgence of the virus or if a specific university must close? Have universities developed resilience measures to manage the research enterprise in the case of a second wave of infections or other risk scenarios? Are individual labs and research agendas planning for how to manage the risk of future suspensions?

Essential Research

Even as universities paused non-essential projects and activities, there was a huge uptick in research related to COVID-19 (and in other cases the repurposing of research laboratories to support large-scale human COVID-19 testing). Many researchers began working for the first

---


time on issues related to COVID-19, pivoting their research agendas in a crisis, and many universities celebrated this response.  

While much of this pivot has resulted in desperately needed research, some also see potential risks. For example, writing in *Nature Medicine*, Pai Madhukar described how “Entire fields of research are being lured away from their primary area of expertise to the pandemic response,” noting an array of downsides, including the possibility that other health priorities are ignored.  

The longer term implications of this pivot remain unclear.

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** How long will this “pivot” last and could it negatively impact other areas of research? What longer-lasting effects will we see in research agendas?

### Research Collaboration

The search to better understand the Coronavirus and to find a vaccine has generated scientific research collaboration at levels that have never before been seen. COVID-19 is also eroding the secrecy that sometimes pervades academic scientific and medical research because, as *The New York Times* noted, “the ability to work collaboratively, setting aside your personal academic progress, is occurring right now because it’s a matter of survival.” Progress has been accelerated by the vast amount of data sharing, particularly gene sequencing data.

While there were similar global efforts in the fights against cancer and HIV/AIDS, these efforts spanned decades. By contrast, university and global collaboration on COVID-19 began just three months after the virus was identified.

---


COVID-19 has affected almost every country in the world, creating a sense of urgency. The level of intense communication across countries and institutions has catalyzed unusual levels of research collaboration, allowing scientists to move faster than during any other outbreak.

This has allowed researchers to identify and share hundreds of viral genome sequences, and hundreds more clinical trials have been launched, bringing together labs and hospitals around the globe. Collaborations are also taking place at a national level, such as the National COVID-19 Cohort Collaborative (N3C) database. In many ways COVID-19 is a wakeup call for better scientific research cooperation and collaboration. Through these collaborations, scientific researchers who otherwise may have never crossed paths are now able to discuss and brainstorm over videoconferences, share data, ideas, and findings, and work together to try and help find solutions.

COVID-19, for now, has changed the way that the world conducts scientific research together.

A community that was once known for being secretive about their data now has a “growing sense of mission taking priority over individual credit, and the spreading realization of ways in which one field can benefit another.” Research scientists of all fields have been forced to become not only more creative, but more cooperative and resilient. COVID-19, for now, has changed the way that the world conducts scientific research together: “While political leaders have locked their borders, scientists have been shattering theirs, creating a global collaboration unlike any in history. Never before, researchers say, have so many countries focused simultaneously on a single topic with such urgency.”

---


82 See for example: https://www.gisaid.org/.


85 This effort is supported by the National Center for Advancing Translational Science (NCATS), which is a division of the NIH. This “database is collecting information from electronic health records or patients who have been tested for COVID-19—whether those tests came back positive or negative—or who have reported COVID-like symptoms. Health care providers submit the records and NCATS makes them available for any credentialed researcher to analyze” (Emma Yasinski, “Big Data Collaboration Seek to Fight COVID-19,” The Scientist, July 21, 2020, https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/big-data-and-collaboration-seek-to-fight-covid-19-67759).


However, as we adjust to life during a pandemic, more researchers might require support from colleagues and depend on those partnerships to collect the data they need to keep their labs operational.\(^89\) However, it is not clear whether this level of local university, national, and international collaborations will continue beyond COVID-19.

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** Will research collaboration continue at this enhanced level and in additional fields of study? In what ways will this global pandemic be a catalyst that ends up changing research culture? Has the suspension of in-person research work—both in the laboratory and through in-person conferences—created new levels and mechanisms for communication and cooperation that might be lasting?

### Scholarly Communication

The systems for communicating scholarship were stressed substantially during the height of the pandemic. The pandemic provided, in real time, a master class in the opportunities and challenges of speedy open early-stage research sharing.\(^90\) The benefits of preprints, in enabling large-scale early-stage research communication, became apparent, as medRxiv and bioRxiv in particular saw a surge of submissions.\(^91\) Other scientific communication has been even less formal than preprints.\(^92\) Yet, in an environment of unrelenting public interest, and the unforeseen politicization of clinical care findings, preprint services have had to adapt rapidly, developing review systems to prevent misuse and providing disclaimers, among other changes.\(^93\) Some observers felt these shortcomings risked launching an “infodemic of bad information.”\(^94\) Some medical journals also launched a fast-track peer review process that demonstrated the efficiencies that could be driven, at least under emergency conditions, into their editorial processes. Many publishers made Coronavirus and related research papers freely available,\(^95\) and some observers felt these developments were accelerating the shift towards open access.\(^96\)

---


92 For example, “scientists at the University of Pittsburgh discovered that a ferret exposed to COVID-19 particles had developed a high fever – a potential advance toward animal vaccine testing. Under ordinary circumstances, they [the researchers] would have started work on an academic journal article.” Instead the scientist who discovered this realized that there would be plenty of time to get papers published and within two hours of learning of the ferret’s fever “shared the findings with scientists around the world on a World Health Organization conference call” (Matt Apuzzo and David D. Kirkpatrick, “COVID-19 Changed How the World Does Science, Together,” *The New York Times*, April 14, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/01/world/europe/coronavirus-science-research-cooperation.html).


94 Ibid.


At the same time, several papers evincing research misconduct were published in top-tier journals and subsequently retracted.97 The combined effect of accelerating research communication and an endless thirst for public information about the disease led to single studies, in some cases themselves inadequate in terms of research design, driving a public narrative about potential treatments that were not thoroughly vetted.98

Beyond these elements of comparatively traditional scholarly communication, we also have seen the development of some newer companions. At early stages of the pandemic, some research teams were using tools like Slack for rapid conversations.99 And scholarly collaboration networks, including Mendeley and ResearchGate, launched focused services to enable sharing and collaboration for COVID-19 researchers.100 We have also seen some of the benefits of social media, with one set of observers finding that “Twitter has facilitated vital counternarratives from the scientific community during... instances of controversial scientific communication.”101

There are also questions about how travel suspensions and the switch to online meetings would affect scholarly communication, with observers expressing special concern about international collaborations that have blossomed under the encouragement of policy makers and funding agencies.102 Bearing this in mind, a number of researchers have provided overviews and analyses of COVID-19 research publication patterns, including impacts on international research distribution and collaboration.103 Scholarly societies based in the US have noted that shifting their face-to-face meetings online may actually have increased participation.104 At least one


translational public science program saw a surge in participation, perhaps as some scientists reevaluated their priorities while research was paused.105

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:

▪ How well has rapid peer review actually worked? Have editors found opportunities to drive greater efficiencies, and if so, how can they be deployed into regular editorial processes? What suffered in prioritizing speed? Will publishers develop new approaches to editorial peer review that optimize both for rigor and for speed?

▪ What kinds of “virtual events” will develop a lasting presence in scientific communications? Will there be a return to large-scale in-person conferences?

▪ Will we see an increase (even in the long-term) in scholars sharing and using data from others given individuals limitations in data collection during 2020 (and beyond)?

Re-openings of Labs and Ramping up Research

Matthew Dean, who directs graduate studies for the Molecular Biology program at the University of Southern California (USC),106 stated that lab work makes up the largest part of the program’s research, so not being able to conduct any research for months has been difficult: “That’s the engine of data that gives us everything – papers, grant writing, everything stems from the lab.”107

While many research labs at universities began to open back up in the summer of 2020, after being closed for all but essential research for several months, research isn’t exactly back to normal. One of the biggest challenges that many labs face is how to keep their researchers physically distanced to limit any potential spread of Coronavirus. Many universities created research lab re-entry plans to be a “resource meant to establish clear and consistent guiding principles for the conduct of research in the era of COVID-19, to define operational protocols and precautions that minimize risk of viral transmission in a laboratory/research environment, and to provide examples of how the physical and temporal space of laboratories might be organized to enact these protocols in accord with these principles.”108 COVID-19 has impacted nearly every facet of the research enterprise and therefore many universities have gone through precautionary phased approaches to ramp up research activity.109 Many labs are working and staffed in shifts in order to reduce contact and all researchers and personnel are wearing masks, along with other PPE, while staying socially distanced from one another.110 This makes

110 A lab at Princeton, like many others across the country, has divided the day into “three six-to-seven-hour shifts. This means that some members of the lab are coming in around 10 p.m. and leaving around 5 a.m.” (Katie Tam, “Inside Look: Labs Reopen with
collaboration difficult at times, especially when the lab is not that large to begin with square-footage wise.¹¹¹

Modern STEM research is almost always a collaborative process, and in our current environment researchers are impeded in the informal and social engagements with their colleagues. “Just as critical, a team member walking through the lab and noticing that a process looks wrong, or looking over the shoulder at some data and recognizing an issue, has been a normal and important part of how countless experimental researchers have learned their crafts. The opportunities for such encounters are now greatly reduced.”¹¹²

Research is one of the core functions of many universities in the US, and while countless researchers are eager to get back to their research and careers are at stake, guidelines must be put in place to ensure the safety of all lab members.¹¹³ Training about COVID-19 must be completed by all lab and research personnel. In many cases researchers must pass COVID-19 screenings and complete daily health checks prior to coming into the lab for the day/shift, occupancy limits are strictly enforced, researchers must work in their reserved or assigned time slots, labs must be extensively cleaned, and masks and PPE (gloves, disposable gowns, face shields, shoe coverings, masks, etc.) are a must at all times.¹¹⁴ However, as research ramps up, labs reopen, and students return to campus, institutions need to rethink training. This is especially challenging for new personnel and students who must in some cases be taught how to use complicated equipment or handle toxic and or lethal chemicals by a socially distanced mentor. Some labs have to also take into account how to protect human subjects who volunteer for studies.

¹¹¹ For example, at the University of Michigan “each lab/studio room can only accommodate a maximum of 1 person per 144 square feet. If you cannot maintain at least 6 feet of social distance, or the person per square feet requirement, then the schedule will need to be revised and/or reconfigured to achieve these. Small, narrow laboratories/facilities smaller than 288 square feet can only accommodate one person at a time. Lab benches are not 6 feet across, thus plan for work to occur only on one side of the lab bench in most instances” (University of Michigan Medical School Office of Research, “University of Michigan Guidelines for Safe Lab Work,” University of Michigan Office of Research, May 10, 2020, https://research.medicine.umich.edu/sites/default/files/resource-download/u-m_guidelines_for_safe_lab_work.pdf.)


¹¹³ For example, at University of Washington, “Every principal investigator — a professor or head of a research group — must prepare a detailed plan for resuming in-person research while maintaining social distancing requirements and other safety measures. There’s quite a lot that must go into this plan: strict limits on the number of people in each room in the research space; moving equipment and staggering schedules to accommodate social distancing; use of personal protective equipment; designating who will do what; educating team members about health attestation and safety requirements; and staying home if they come down with symptoms. Then, they must get that plan approved by their department chair or equivalent, order and receive all necessary supplies — including personal protective equipment — and that’s all before anyone can even show up to campus” (James Urton, “UW Guidelines Helping to Ramp Up Research Safely During COVID-19,” UW News, June 4, 2020, https://www.washington.edu/news/2020/06/04/research-ramp-up-covid-19/?utm_campaign=HQ_EXLResearch_3pcurated&utm_content=131788858&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-1078298744456732672).

Still, even as many labs on campuses adjust, some researchers may struggle to return due to the new way of life in the lab. Even as research resumes, there’s no guarantee currently that it won’t be shut down again, especially if we see a spike or resurgence in the virus this fall, or universities reverse their decision to reopen, as many already have. Even though many labs have ramped up, many researchers are experiencing anxiety and say that they do not feel safe coming back. Momentum on projects has been lost, personal interactions—often vital for research work—are limited or socially distanced, and despite all the guidelines and protocols enacted, there will undoubtedly be new cases. Then again, staffing a lab at low levels under stringent protocols is much better than being shut down.

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** Will research productivity return to normal levels under the laboratory reopening plans? What about field research?

## Human Impacts

COVID has had an array of impacts on researchers, including faculty members, postdocs, technicians, and graduate students. It impacted their educational progress, their career development, their work-life balance, and their immigration status. While COVID-19 may not have caused disparities within the research enterprise, it has exacerbated pre-existing inequalities.

Pre-Coronavirus, select international undergraduate and graduate students still sometimes had difficulties obtaining visas, graduate students still had trouble finding and locking down faculty positions and funding, researchers’ careers were still being impacted by numerous variables and events, and women still faced gender inequality in scientific research and the STEM fields. All of these issues have been heightened by COVID-19. These represent just some of the human impacts that COVID-19 has had, is having, and will continue to have on the research enterprise and individual researchers.

## Jobs and Careers

Scientists’ careers across the country are being affected in a number of ways.

Jobs are in far scarcer supply than in previous years. Many universities have paused or cancelled job searches as a cost saving measure. In addition, the furloughs and job cuts

---

115 Some individuals may have underlying health conditions that put them more at risk and therefore feel more comfortable continuing to conduct research at home while others may have young children or elders to care for that prevents them from coming into the lab during their designated shift.


119 For example, Brown University noted “the financial consequences resulting from the increased expenditures and the dramatic reductions in revenue provoked by the current pandemic demand and prompt attention” (Richard M. Locke, “Changes to Hiring and
mentioned above are more likely to affect those in contract (rather than ladder) positions, potentially putting early career researchers at greater risk.

For graduate students and early career scientists, the disruptions have made it increasingly challenging for them to complete necessary research and to advance their careers. Some of the most vulnerable individuals in this situation are early career scientists. A survey published in September by Nature found that among postdoctoral researchers, “nearly two-thirds believe that the pandemic has negatively affected their career prospects.” With the challenges facing early career researchers, a bill was recently introduced in the House that, if passed, would aid in providing support to this cohort.

Many institutions are adapting their tenure and promotion processes to account for some of these impacts. Due to the unprecedented impact of COVID-19, some institutions, including the University of Washington, Ohio State University, Penn State, and Florida State University (FSU), have paused the tenure and promotion clock for a year.

---


122 Representative Eddie Bernice Johnson and Representative Frank Lucas, “H.R.8044 - Supporting Early-Career Researchers Act,” Pub. L. No. H.R.8044 (2020), https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/8044/text. This bill was introduced to the House on August 14, 2020. The purpose of it is “to forestall the loss of research talent by establishing a temporary early career research fellowship program.” If this bill were to pass and become a law the following provisions would be set in place: (1) the bill would permit the NSF to “establish a 2-year pilot program to award grants to highly qualified early-career investigators to carry out an independent research program at the institution of higher education chosen by such investigator, to last for a period not greater than 2 years” and (2) the bill recommends that Congress allocate $250 million for said program in both fiscal year 2021 and 2022. (American Institute of Physics, “Supporting Early-Career Researchers Act - H.R.8044,” American Institute of Physics (AIP), August 14, 2020, https://www.aip.org/fyi/federal-science-bill-tracker/116th/supporting-early-career-researchers-act). “Without supplemental funding from Congress for relief, federal research agencies will be forced to choose between abandoning new research opportunities of national importance or discontinuing research projects that are not yet completed, thus failing to maximize the return on federal dollars already invested” (Adria Schwarber, “Universities Make Case for Pandemic Relief Funds,” American Institute of Physics (AIP), September 18, 2020, https://www.aip.org/fyi/2020/universities-make-case-pandemic-relief-funds).

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: Will universities be able to invest in early career researchers or will there be a talent implosion?

Gender Disparities

There remains a stark gender disparity within academic science and research.\textsuperscript{124} And while gains have been made, “for female scientists, the pandemic also poses a significant threat to hard-won gender-equity gains achieved over the past few decades.”\textsuperscript{125} COVID-19 has caused additional challenges for researchers with caregiver and child care responsibilities—most markedly on mothers. This has yielded widespread coverage of significant drops in scholarly production and publishing by female researchers.\textsuperscript{126}

Studies have confirmed the pattern. One survey published in the early summer found a substantial decline in time devoted to research among female scientists and those with young children.\textsuperscript{127} Another study, published in September, found that “the gender gap in medRxiv increased from 23\% in January 2020 to 55\% in April 2020.” The authors of this study highlighted that this finding, along with previous research, provides more evidence that women


in academia “perform a greater proportion of domestic work than men, including in dual academic career partnerships.”

Given these challenges, some academics are asking for policies to help them ease the burden of caring for children and working and conducting research at home. And some observers have argued that more needs to be done to protect equality in this area while further ensuring that the gender equality gained throughout time does not regress.

**WHAT WE DON'T KNOW:** How deep will these gendered impacts on female researchers go and how long will they persist? How much of a setback will this pandemic create for women in scientific research? How will individual universities and the broader STEM community combat this disproportionate effect on female scientists and researchers? How long will it take women to regain the standing that they had prior to the shutdown and pandemic?

**Graduate Students**

Graduate students are facing some of the similar challenges that faculty members are during the COVID-19 pandemic, but are receiving fewer assurances. In the spring of 2020 countless grad students watched their education modality change overnight, putting degree timelines in question. Furthermore, these students worry about losing the external and university funding

---


129 At Stanford University a letter written by postdocs and faculty members sent to administrators in June 2020, highlighted how COVID-19 is widening the gap between men and women in academia and research (Justine Modica et al., “COVID-19 Is Widening The Gap Between Men and Women in Academia,” The Stanford Daily, June 11, 2020, sec. Op-Eds, https://www.stanforddaily.com/2020/06/11/covid-19-is-widening-the-gap-between-men-and-women-in-academia/). Earlier in July, 2020, 500 Women Scientists released a policy statement directed at supervisors and administrators, calling for and recommending more flexible deadlines, contract extensions, and further workplace adjustments that could help women and parents (500 Women Scientists Policy Position, “Recommendations to Minimize Career Penalties for Parents in STEM Fields During the COVID-19 Pandemic,” accessed August 3, 2020, https://static1.squarespace.com/static/582cce42beabfbc47a82b04/t/5efe2d4db415005eed87f73a/1593716047550/Mom+Penalty+and+COVID+Factsheet.pdf). However, one such university seemed to not be willing to provide support and faced a large amount of backlash. Florida State University (FSU) announced that it would “prohibit its employees from taking care of their children while working remotely, calling it a necessary step toward returning to normal operation during the Coronavirus pandemic” (Paul Basken, “US Campus Reinstates Bar on Looking After Children While Working,” Times Higher Education, July 1, 2020, https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/us-campus-reinstates-bar-looking-after-children-while-working.) This plan attracted a large amount of attention on social media not only from academics and researchers at FSU, but others in the community as well who regarded the requirement unreasonable and largely to have the biggest impact on women. This led to FSU to appear to walk back the announcement stating “we want to be clear — our policy does allow employees to work from home while caring for children” (“Remote Work Update,” Florida State University News, July 2, 2020, https://news.fsu.edu/announcements/covid-19/2020/07/02/remote-work-update/). The move by FSU was an attempt to try and reinstate a policy that once existed, but prior to the outbreak of the global pandemic. The idea that employees and researchers, especially women, would suddenly be required to make other arrangements for their children at home even as they had to continue working from home led to immediate and harsh backlash (Jacey Fortin and Derrick Bryson Taylor, “Florida State University Child Care Policy Draws Backlash,” The New York Times, July 2, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/02/education/3582cee42beabfbc47a82b04/t/5efe2d4db415005eed87f73a/1593716047550/Mom+Penalty+and+COVID+Factsheet.pdf).

that supports their research. Prospective graduate students are experiencing major disruptions to the entrance exams,\textsuperscript{131} application, and admission process.\textsuperscript{132}

As of October 8, 2020, more than 108 doctoral programs concentrated in the humanities and social sciences are not admitting new students in the fall of 2021.

Graduate student cohorts are shrinking in some fields as universities put school-funded Ph.D. programs on pause due to the fiscal constraints for 2021-2022. As of October 8, 2020, more than 108 doctoral programs concentrated in the humanities and social sciences are not admitting new students in the fall of 2021.\textsuperscript{133} The reasoning behind all of these pauses is to ensure that there is enough funding for current school-funded Ph.D. students.

From the literature available, it does not seem that Ph.D. programs in the natural, life, and biological sciences are pausing admissions for the fall of 2021.\textsuperscript{134} Their doctoral students are typically supported by external research grants.

There may nevertheless be selected financial impacts for STEM graduate students. Some are dependent on teaching assistantships for their stipends, but teaching assistance for lab courses at many universities changed in spring 2020 due to the shutdown.

Of course, doctoral students are facing delays from disruptions to laboratory and field research, which may slow their degree progress. Some may no longer be on track to graduate within the time frame that external or university funding typically covers. These students may need extensions to their degrees, and possibly to their grant funding, in order to complete their dissertations.\textsuperscript{135} Advisors and administrators have struggled to balance compassion with...
continuing high expectations. Victor DiRita, Professor and Chair in the Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics at Michigan State University said, “we don’t want to water down what we accept as a completed thesis, but on the other hand, we want to be sensitive about students needing to get on with the next phase of their training (and lives).”

In July, the National Opinion Research Center launched an NSF-funded study to help identify the needs and challenges of graduate students, specifically those in the STEM fields.

**WHAT WE DON’T KNOW:** How many graduate students were unable to advance their research due to the pandemic and associated shutdowns? How will degree completion timelines be affected? Will sufficient funding be available to enable project completion? What are the longer-term impacts of the admissions pauses for Ph.D. programs and will natural and biological science programs begin to be affected?

**International Students**

International science and engineering graduate students make up more than one third of the total US graduate enrollment in science and engineering. While all students are facing issues with research due to pandemic-related shutdowns, international graduate students and postdocs are facing a very unique set of challenges. Tobin Smith, the vice president for policy at the AAU, says that “the international students and the role they play in support for STEM fields is of great concern. They are a significant part of the STEM workforce.” The biggest concerns for international students and researchers revolve around the ability for them to continue joining the US academic research community. The global pandemic’s travel disruptions coupled with immigration and visa-related challenges may result in fewer international students and researchers coming to the United States.


In contrast, some institutions, such as UC Berkeley, have created web pages to address academic progress, extensions for projects and degrees, and accommodations regarding graduate student degree progress, but it does not seem that all universities are following suit (“COVID-19 Information for Graduate Students,” Berkeley Graduate Division, August 1, 2020, https://grad.berkeley.edu/covid-19-information-for-graduate-students/).


International science and engineering graduate students make up more than one third of the total US graduate enrollment in science and engineering.

Visa issues ran the gamut in the spring, from extensions allowing students to take online classes, to announcements that would have barred many international students from continuing their education and research in the US. On September 25, 2020, the Trump administration published a new proposed rule that if passed would create set fixed terms of up to four years for student visas as well as establishing procedures for visa extensions. The rule would also limit the initial visa period for certain categories of students to only two years solely based on their country of origin.


143 If this rule was passed, “would only extend the stay beyond the prior admission date (typically the program end date for which the student was admitted to the United States as a F–1 nonimmigrant or was granted based on a change of status or extension of stay) of an otherwise eligible F–1 student requesting additional time to complete their program if the additional time needed is due to a compelling academic reason, documented medical illness or medical condition, or circumstance that was beyond the student’s control” (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Department of Homeland Security, “Establishing a Fixed Time Period of Admission and an Extension For Stay Procedure for Nonimmigrant Academic Students, Exchange Visitors, and Representatives of Foreign Information Media,” Federal Register, 8 CFR, 85, no. 187 (September 25, 2020): 60526–98, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-09-25/pdf/2020-20845.pdf).

longer than four years, so if this rule were to take effect, many international graduate students pursuing doctoral study would be forced to apply for an extension mid-program.¹⁴⁵

The biggest concerns for international students and researchers revolve around the ability for them to continue joining the US academic research community.

While these proposed visa changes are not directly the consequence of the pandemic, they are part of a growing sense that the US has become less hospitable to international students. Even if this specific rule is not implemented, there is a risk that the supply of the most competitive international graduate students will decline. This would be an important challenge to many universities’ talent acquisition strategy, with potential implications to their ability to complete grant-funded research in certain fields.

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: What will happen to the status of international students’ visas throughout the academic year, especially to those students who have visas and are solely conducting research but not taking any courses? If the new visa rules are implemented, how will it alter the supply of research talent? How will universities fill the gap if they are unable to enroll international graduate students in the same numbers? How severely will the research enterprise be affected (financial impacts, production impacts, lab impacts, etc.) if it loses international students and researchers in great numbers?

Conclusion

It is evident that the research enterprise within US colleges and universities has been through a great deal of trauma, disruption, and in some cases chaos these last seven months. Imperative questions have been answered over these months and the federal government research-funding agencies, such as the NIH and NSF, and institutions have been working tirelessly on this unprecedented and unforeseen situation since the global pandemic shook the research enterprise in early March of 2020. Currently, the immediate future of academic research is unknown. However, it is clear that without a COVID-19 vaccine the way that graduate students, postdocs, faculty, and staff conduct research in a university setting will differ from what we saw at the beginning of 2020. To maintain the strength and status quo of the US higher education research enterprise, research needs to remain steady, and in many cases may need to increase, regardless of a vaccine. We may now begin to see priorities differ as the government and universities are slashing budgets. These cuts will impact the hiring of research personnel and thereby could have the potential to slow down research activities at universities. Applied research will most likely become a priority for revenue generation. However, there are still a large number of questions that remain unanswered and simply unknown about the dynamics and impacts of COVID-19 on the research enterprise within US higher education and how long these effects will last.